Mistakes on the Spell Bowl Lists
(These words will NOT be used in the contests!)

SENIOR LIST:

#295 [bullywhip] not in the dictionary
#318 no word [was duplicate of #317]
#451 [condecension] spelled incorrectly, should be [condescension]
#675 [elightenment] spelled incorrectly, should be [enlightenment]
#732 [euthansia] spelled incorrectly, should be [euthanasia]
#1116 [insuseptible] spelled incorrectly, should be [insusceptible]
#1922 [qusiling] spelled incorrectly, should be [quisling]
#2597 [unquerble] spelled incorrectly, should be [unconquerable]
#2736 [wind-up] spelled incorrectly, should be [wind up]

JUNIOR LIST:

#1440 [sulfur butterfly] spelled incorrectly, should be [sulphur butterfly]

When you see a number on the list that has a blank next to it, that means that the word, probably a duplicate has been removed.